These changes are the result of the following product enhancement:

• New Isolated Analog Output Option Card improved for speed and accuracy.

If you have purchased your main board unit in the past, and are now purchasing the new Isolated Analog Output Option Card, you may need to change the micro-processor.

• Look on the Serial Label (on your meter’s case) for the micro-processor version number.

• For New INF-B / DP41-B meters: the micro-processor is compatible, no change required.

• For Older-Style INF / DP41 meters: the micro-processor version should be -07 (or higher).

• If you need to change the micro-processor, please contact the Sales department (1-800-639-7678 or 714-540-4914) for assistance.

For this option card to work properly you must position the jumper S1 as detailed below.

• For New INF-B / DP41-B meters: S1-A must be installed. You may also refer to the Analog Output Option Manual, located on our website (as listed on side of meter).

• For Older-Style INF / DP41 meters: S1-A does not need to be installed, but located in a storage position.